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CHEE SONG FROZEN FOOD PTD LTD
P R O J E C T  E X E C U T I V E  S U M M A RY  
Company Introduction
Chee Song Frozen Food Ptd Ltd is a 14 years experienced whole-seller company in Singapore. The main business units 
are frozen food (chicken, beef and mutton). Mass quantity of frozen product arrive daily to their two refrigerated ware-
houses, and once they are delivered to the distribution center once orders are place, where repacking is done.

The company has never really placed any emphasis in IT systems to aid their business processes. With the lack of direc-
tion in the IT, almost all of their business units are being processed manually, resulting in long processing time, slow 
response time and the lack of transparency to their inventory. Most key business decisions are decided by the propriety 
based on his personal experience. Without timely and correct information, decisions often lead to costly overstocking, 
resulting in the need for lending external storage space.

Key Objective
Our key role is to analysis and finally implement an IT solution that align with their business requirements. The key ob-
jective for is implement an IT solution that provides greater inventory control and improve the operation of Chee Song. 
! ! Key Objective: Provide greater inventory control and improve the operation of Chee Song.

Deliverables
After analyzing the workflow of the company and the key issues experienced. Our team recommend the implementation 
of ‘Inventory & Warehouse Space Efficiency Planning System’.

The customized system will supports two key business tier, namely; the inventory management layer and the warehouse 
space efficiency planning layer.

1. The Inventory Management System - allows Chee Song to track each transaction of inflow and outflow of their prod-
ucts from their warehouses, also provides current inventory tracking and status alert. Another important functionality is 
the support of business analysts where intelligent graphs, charts and statistics will be populated to aid decision making.

2. Warehouse Space Efficiency Planning Module (WSEP) - provide a smart and intelligent recommendation of ware-
house planning for Chee Song. From a blank canvas, the system will populate the best optimum area to arrange the 
warehouse and store particular products based on the following parameters; 1) Product’s moving frequency, 2) Expiry 
Date, 3) Type of Products, 4) Size of Products, 5) Temperature requirement for Product, 6) AVA-Status of Product. 

Project Timeframe

Resources and Reference
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CHEE SONG FROZEN FOOD PTD LTD
S U P P LY  C H A I N  P O S I T I O N
Company Position:

Being a wholesaler in the frozen food industry, Chee Song is position at the heart of the entire supply chain. Their main 
administrative departments have to manage two main sets of stakeholders, namely the suppliers as well as the retailers. 
Inventory products such as frozen chicken stocks, muttons as well as beef are ordered from the suppliers on a daily/
weekly basis. Different suppliers offers different sets of products which varies prices on a daily basis (based on market 
supply). Because of the extensive product range and quantity of orders, plus limited storage space, much consideration 
are taken before finally placing orders with the suppliers.

The second major stakeholders of the supply chain would be the wet market retailers. The retailers are basically the 
revenue spot of the company. They order from Chee Song wholesaler on a daily basis. It is also important to note that 
order quotient for different stores varies differently as well. The following illustration is a simple highlight of the flow of 
supply chain in the Chee Song Frozen food.

! ! !

! ! ! ! Supply Chain Position of Chee Song Frozen Food

Company Setup

Situated in Jalan Masjid is the main distribution point. This is where the packing and assembling of products based on 
retailers orders are done. Once the orders are properly assembled, they will be distributed by the company trucks to the 
various retailers (customers). As inventory in the distribution center is running low, they will send daily request form to 
the two warehouses to restock the distribution center. Ensuring that there is always sufficient inventory.

There is another two main warehouses that are situated within 5 minutes drive away from the distribution center. This 
two warehouses stores all the frozen inventory. Each day new containers from the suppliers will arrive and restock the 
warehouses. Due to the current implementation, there are high probability of overstocking the warehouses that results in 
extra expenditure as inventory has to be sent back to the suppliers and kept in the warehouses.
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T H E  R O O T  C A U S E  I S S U E S

1) Lack of Real-Time Information

Problem Description: One of the key issue is the serious lack of real-time information such as current quantity in the 
warehouse, the boss have to contact the admin stuff to retrieve current stock information for each individual products. 
The admin staff subsequently will request for updates by the warehouse personnel. This rally of information is time con-
suming and have a long lag time. 

Solution: Our proposed solution is to remove the rally of information by allowing real time data to be presented to the 
users as and when they request. It serves to aid the boss in making better business decision.

Business Impact: Reduce the long processing time, Reduce probability of error propagation.

2) Lack of Data Analytics to Support Business Decision Making

Problem Description: One of the key issue that Chee Song is experiencing is the lack of intelligent analysis that will en-
able them to make forecast and planning of their inventory stock products. The current business processes are heavily 
reliant on manual paper recording. Currently, the boss relies heavily on his instinct, business experience to make decision 
such as the total quantity of product to restock everyday. 

The lack of real time information coupled with no proper data structure result in many decisions that cause the company 
to have an overstocking issue. Because the products are frozen and perishable , they must be kept in frozen storage 
space. That means that overstocked products are turn away back to their suppliers to be stored at their warehouse. The 
‘loan’ of storage space is extremely expensive and drive the overall cost of operations.

Solution:  Through historical data and transaction of products inflow and outflow, our proposed solution will provide 
easy understandable numbers and charts to aid the company boss in making better business decision. Based on the busi-
ness requirements and current practice of the company, algorithms will be designed to filter and provide information 
such as “Seasonal Trends”, “Product/Demand Balancing” and “Optimal Product Level to Order”.

Business Impact: Reduce overall holding cost, Improve business decision

3) No Proper Structure or Warehouse Planning Aid

Problem Description: Currently, there have been a serious lack of warehouse planning in the company. The storage plan-
ning of the warehouse does not follow a proper structure. The inventory are often stored based on connivence. Every 
product does not have a designated area. 

Furthermore, the warehouse is run be a few key personnel that has been with the company for some time now. They are 
empowered to make the decisions of where to store each product. To trace each inventory is very dependent on the key 
personnels. However, if there are urgent needs to change or recruit another warehouse store-men, it would require a lot 
of on the job training and immediate replacement would be quite impossible. This also means that the store-man may 
have information such as expiry date or, which products are AVA-approved and which are AVA-Pending, that are not 
made known to anyone else in the company (not even the admin staff)

Solution: Our proposed intelligent IT system would provide a digital mapping of the entire warehouse with each indi-
vidual batch of products being shown on the overview board. The easy graphical overview would allow any new user to 
easily locate specific inventory without difficulty. Thus removing the heavy dependency on key personnel that may be 
crippling in events where they are removed from the company.

Business Impact: Improved shared information, Improve inventory control, Reduced processing time
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P R O P O S E D  I T  S O L U T I O N

Chee Song’s Inventory & Warehouse Space Efficiency Planning System

Our main deliverables to our client is to finally able to deploy a warehouse managing system that will enable them to 
solve the three key issues that we have earlier highlighted.  

The following diagram is a topology of our project, highlighting the different areas as well as the key users that will be 
using our proposed IT solution. There are four main layers for proposed IT system, namely; Database/Backend Layer, 
Inventory Management Business Layer, Warehouse Space Efficiency Planning (WSEP) layer and finally the Front End/
User Interface Layer. 

! !
!            CHEE SONG’S INVENTORY & WAREHOUSE SPACE EFFICIENCY PLANNING SYSTEM

1) The Backend Database Layer:  The foundation of the entire project, the backend layer provides the core support that 
our software will be working on. 

Current manual records and information must be plotted into a proper data structure. A proper data structure will be 
designed and data migration from manual records to our records will be a key stage in our project. Being a web-enabled 
software, we will also need a proper web-based server to host our software. This may come in a form of dedicated server. 

Key consideration would be done to address the following issue: Firewall/Port Configuration, Backup Plan, Multi-party 
transaction plan, Load Balancing/Clustering Plans.
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2) The Inventory Management Business Layer:  This layer consist of modules that controls the business logic for inven-
tory management in our system. The inventory management layer will allow the company to manage suppliers and 
the flow of their inventory in the warehouse. The layer consist of the 4 following modules:

a. Suppliers Management Module:
Functionalities Includes:
1. Suppliers Information Management:
Manages the current suppliers, by allowing the users to store relevant information such as type of brands carry, price of 
ordering, lead time for delivery, also include overstocking ‘loaning’ price per day. 

2. Suppliers Product Catalogue Listing
Manages the product that each suppliers are offering as well as price quotation. The prices varies base on demand basis, 
this functionalities allows tracking of suppliers product offering with their determined prices.

b. Inventory Tracking Module:
Functionalities Includes:
1. Transaction Inflow Management:
Manages the inflow transactions from the suppliers, including tagging AVA-approved status. This functionality pro-
vides historical logging of previous inflow transactions.

2. Transaction Outflow Management
Manages the outflow transactions from the warehouse to the distribution center. This functionality provides historical 
logging of previous request inventory from the distribution center. 

3. Current Stock Management
Manages the current stock level of each individual product. This functionality also provides the users with tracking of 
where each inventory current location. 

c. Inventory Business Analytics and Forecasting Module:
This module focus on providing graphs to aid business decision for the boss when planning his product re-
stocking. 
1. Product Trend Analysis
Manages the current stock level of each individual product. This functionality also provides the users with tracking of 
where each inventory current location.

2. Optimum Purchasing Time Analysis
Based on the market demand as well as the expiry of each product, provide the recommendation of the best time to pur-
chase an individual product. Graphs are dynamic and response to different parameters changed.

3. Optimum Purchasing Quantity Analysis
Based on historical data as well as recent trend, provide the company with the optimum price for purchasing. Based on 
holding cost and ordering cost, using the business process newsvendor optimum ordering algorithm to provide intelli-
gent recommendation.

4. Time for Product Overstocking Forecasting
Functionalities will supporting forecasting of when overstocking is necessary. (Instances where forecasted market de-
mand is greater than possible storage space). Suggestion of which products must be stored at the supplier end (based on 
cheapest storage rental cost per product, per time period) and which product must be absorb by the warehouse to reduced 
overall holding cost.
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5. Time-Period Market Trend
This functionality supports highlighting the trend patterns of fluctuating price of the frozen food industry, based on the 
previous month’s pricing fluctuation, provide a predictive model of the next price hike and recommend time purchase of 
products.

d. Reporting Module
1. Inventory Reporting Functionalities:  
Reports on current inventory, previous month inventory can be generated and archive. The reporting modules enables 
our client to generate cost of goods for their products. Also allows the printing of the generated statistics, graphs and 
charts of inventory movement for documentation purposes.

2. Holding Cost Reporting Module:
Costing of each product can generated for each inventory. Holding cost reports are used for to record each products costs 
to the organization. Holding cost reports can be archive for documentation purposes
 

3) The Warehouse Space Efficiency Planning Business Layer:  This module focus on the internal planning of the ware-
house. Base on blueprint of the warehouse and the average pellet size, the system is able to intelligent suggest the op-
timal position to store and plan the entire warehouse storage structure. Currently, there is no such products available 
in the market that support warehouse inventory moving, thus, it is a new initiative and system for our team to ex-
plore. The layer consist of the 3 following modules:

a. Warehouse Blueprinting Module
This functionality allows the users to plot the blueprint of the warehouse digitally. Enabling the users to determine areas 
for the system to consider space efficiency and areas that are not allocated. Providing flexibility and expansion ability in 
the future.

b. Inventory Space and Efficiency Management Module
Based on the certain product characteristics, the system will reserve and plan the optimum place to allocate the inven-
tory in the warehouse. Considered parameters: 1) Product’s moving frequency, 2) Expiry Date, 3) Type of Products, 4) 
Size of Products, 5) Temperature requirement for Product, 6) AVA-Status of Product. 

The intelligent warehouse planning module will also handle 7) reservation of pipeline products that are on the way to the 
warehouse, preempting the the warehouse personnel to prepare before the stocks even arrive.

c. Forecasting and Simulation Module:
Base on “What-If” scenarios, provides the users to forecast the warehouse storage volume and utilization if a particular 
business decision is exercised (eg: Ordering 100 more pellets of X product).  
         

4) The Front End/User Interface Layer: Some users have little technological backing, it is essential to design a product 
that is easy to understand and interact without prior knowledge. Due to the fast pace demand of the industry, inven-
tory and stock updating with our system should seamlessly integrate into the business process and not hindering cur-
rent workflow. Our team has place emphasis on ease of use with our system. The 4 points of interface as followed:

a. “Andon” Board Interface: (Overview)
Provides real time summary information for display at the distribution center; selective information are displayed and pro-
jected. “Andon” board is a concept spearheaded by Toyota in their lean manufacturing process. It provides immediate error 
notification and also provide an overview for senior management. 
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b. Intelligent Warehouse Allocation Interface: (Warehouse View)
The warehouse will be digitally blueprinted in our IT system. The graphical interface is designed for easy viewing and 
locating of specific inventory. The warehouse planning is colour coded and also provides touch screen interaction.

c. Inventory Analytics Display Interface: (Statistics View)
This interface provides proper dynamic graphs that will change according to new transactions. Graphs will change accord-
ing to different parameters input. The interface will be designed to fit into current manner in which decision making is 
done by the boss, thus only relevant information will be displayed. 

d. Inventory Tracking and Updating Interface: (Content-Modification Interaction View)
As the warehouse personnels are not technological adaptive, the inventory updating interface is designed for easy under-
standing and using. Allowing the warehouse personnel to use the system without much learning curve. The interface will 
be customize to the behavior and interaction of the warehouse personnel.

D ATA  D O C U M E N T S  U S E D

Suppliers Order Form:
! Based on verbal quotation, minimum quantity to order, current holding stock, etc. The admin staff will order 
products from the various suppliers to restock. The suppliers order form will have the following information:
! 1) Weight to Order
! 2) Quotation
! 3) Date of Order

Request Form:
! Once the distribution center are experiencing low inventory, they will send a request form to the distribution 
center to restock their inventory. 
! 1) Lot Number
! 2) Packages Required (Qty)
! 3) Description of Goods
! 4) Request/Release Order Form
! 5) Date of Good Release
! 6) Requested by (Admin Staff)
There might be probability that the warehouses will force send inventory to the distribution center when the products 
are left with limited number.
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